Scoring functions for de novo protein structure prediction revisited.
De novo protein structure prediction methods attempt to predict tertiary structures from sequences based on general principles that govern protein folding energetics and/or statistical tendencies of conformational features that native structures acquire, without the use of explicit templates. A general paradigm for de novo prediction involves sampling the conformational space, guided by scoring functions and other sequence-dependent biases, such that a large set of candidate ("decoy") structures are generated, and then selecting native-like conformations from those decoys using scoring functions as well as conformer clustering. High-resolution refinement is sometimes used as a final step to fine-tune native-like structures. There are two major classes of scoring functions. Physics-based functions are based on mathematical models describing aspects of the known physics of molecular interaction. Knowledge-based functions are formed with statistical models capturing aspects of the properties of native protein conformations. We discuss the implementation and use of some of the scoring functions from these two classes for de novo structure prediction in this chapter.